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We propose a dielectric-based, multistaged, laser-driven electron linear accelerator structure
operating in a vacuum that is capable of accelerating electrons to 1 TeV in 1 km. Our study shows
that a GeV/m gradient is achievable using two 100 fs focused crossed-laser beams, repeated every
300mm, operated at a peak power of 0.2 GW and an energy density of less than 2 J/cm2 on the
accelerator structure. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~96!00406-4#
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In a conventional S-band rf accelerator, field emission
the copper wall occurs when the peak acceleration grad
reaches;100 MeV/m.1 The average acceleration gradien
for a rf accelerator is thus limited to about 50 MeV/m. T
reach the TeV energy region desired for the next linear c
lider using presently existing rf schemes requires tens of
lometers of accelerator structure.

The laser accelerator gradient, like the rf accelerator g
dient, is limited by damage. Dielectric materials, which a
commonly used for optical components, have a damage
ence an order of magnitude higher than copper.2 It can be
shown that the surface damage threshold field on a dielec
is ;10 GV/m for 100 fs pulse lasers.3 A laser accelerator
structure using dielectric boundaries is therefore an appe
ing scheme for achieving GeV/m gradients and for buildin
future TeV electron accelerators at existing laboratory site

In this letter, we propose a crossed-laser-beam accel
tor structure and evaluate its feasibility with current las
technology. Similar schemes were discussed in seve
papers,4–6 but no accelerator structure was presented. In c
culating the GeV/m gradient, we take into account seve
practical considerations such as laser damage, the drift sp
occupied by optical components, and the geometrical limi
tion for coupling laser beams into the structure.

The Lawson–Woodward~LW! theorem7,8 rules out the
possibility of a net energy gain for a relativistic electro
interacting linearly with electromagnetic waves in an u
bounded vacuum. In the following, the proposed accelera
structure consists of repetitive dielectric boundaries ove
distance no greater than ap phase slip between the laser fiel
and the electron in a vacuum.

Figure 1~a! shows the proposed crossed-laser-beam
celerator geometry, wherein an electron traverses the fo
zone at an angleu with respect to the two laser beams. Th
insert in Fig. 1~a! defines the coordinates used in this lette
The two laser beams are derived from a single laser sou
carry equal power, and are phased such that on thez axis the
transverse fields~in x and y! cancel, and the longitudinal
fields ~in z! add.

Figure 1~b! shows a single stage of the proposed diele
tric accelerator optical configuration. Two laser beams a
back-reflected from the6x directions into themicrostage
using two prisms. The total internal reflection~TIR! inside
the prisms permits the use of antireflection~AR! coatings for
beam coupling. Two high-reflectivity coated flat mirrors pro
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vide a secondary reflection and direct the two laser beams
into the center of the microstage. The back-reflection scheme
allows the coupling points~labeled A and A8! on the prisms
to be away from thez axis so that the laser beam clipping at
the prism edges can be minimized. Beam clipping at the
prism determines the geometrical beam coupling condition
given by

3l3u.w, ~1!

where l is half of the interaction length measured from the
focal point, andw is the Gaussian beam electric field beam
radius atA andA8. For a small angleu, a minimum prism
width ~in z)of 2w is required for coupling.90% of the laser
power into the structure. Thus, the minimum drift space per
microstage, where no laser fields exist, is approximately 2w.
The proposed structure can be constant iny which allows
cylindrical focusing if necessary.

FIG. 1. ~a! The schematic for a crossed-laser-beam accelerator. The electron
traverses the focal zone at an angleu with respect to each of the two beams.
The two laser beams are phased so that the longitudinal fields add and the
transverse fields cancel.~b! The back-reflection scheme for a single mi-
crostage. This scheme avoids clipping the laser beam at the coupling prisms
whenu is small. The drift space occupied by optical components for each
microstage is approximately two laser spot sizes 2w.
75353/3/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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A linearly polarized fundamental Gaussian beam can
described by a vector potential polarized inx8 with Gaussian
profiles in thex8 andy8.9 The two electric field component
which are important to the on-axis electrons areEx8 and
Ez8 . With the appropriate coordinate transformation,
electrical field seen by an on-axis electron, summed fr
Ex8 andEz8 of the two crossed laser beams, is

Ez524AhP

p

sin u

w0~11z2/zr
23cos2 u!

3expS 2
~z/w03sin u!2

11z2/zr
23cos2 u D

3cos~fp1fg1f r !, ~2!

whereh is the wave impedance in vacuum,P is the laser
power,w0 is the laser waist size,zr5pw0

2/l is the optical
Rayleigh length, andfp ,fg ,f r are the plane wave phas
Guoy phase term, and radial phase, respectively. For a
tivistic electron with an energyg and a small crossing angl
u!1, the three phase terms are

fp5vt2kz cosu'
kz

2 S u22
1

g2D , ~3!

fg523tan21~z/zr !, ~4!

and

f r52
~z/zr !3~zu/w0!

2

11z2/zr
2 . ~5!

The small angle assumption,u!1, is necessary for achievin
phase coherence over a distance much longer than an o
wavelength. However, for highly relativistic electrons w
1/g2!u2, the plane wave phase shift can be simplified to
fp'kzu2/2. A typical Gaussian field carries a Guoy phase10

tan21(z/zr ), which gives ap shift from z52` to z5`.
However, in Eq.~4! an additional Guoy phase is contribut
from summingEx8 and Ez8 . The sum of the plane wav
phase and radial phase terms isfp1f r5@z3zr(u/w0)

2/1
1(z/zr)

2#, which has the same sign as the Guoy phase te
Since the Guoy phase term, 23tan21(z/zr), produces ap
phase shift from2zr to 1zr , net acceleration is possib
only if the laser field is terminated forz,uzr u.

For an on-axis electron, the energy gain from2l to1l is
the integration of the longitudinal electric field over the d
tance:

DW5E
2 l

l

Ez dz. ~6!

By careful evaluation, it can be shown that the maxim
energy gain for an on-axis electron isDWmax(MeV)
530AP(TW), with a crossing angleu51.373w0 /zr and an
interaction length 2l50.92zr , corresponding to ap phase
shift in the accelerator stage. However, the laser powe
limited by the laser-induced damage on optical compon
and by the geometric coupling condition in Eq.~1!.

The optical damage fluence and thus the accelera
gradient depends on the laser pulse length such that a
laser pulse is desirable for obtaining a high accelera
gradient.2 For example, with a 100 fs pulse length, the da
754 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 68, No. 6, 5 February 1996
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age threshold intensity is aboutImax520 TW/cm2, at a dam-
age threshold fluence3 of ;2 J/cm2. The maximum laser
powerPmax at the damage threshold intensityImax is given
by Pmax5Imaxw

2p/2.
In practice, the critical parameter is not the maximum

energy gain per microstage but the average acceleration g
dient. We define the average acceleration gradient as the e
ergy gain per stageDW, divided by the repeat length of an
accelerator stage,Lm52l12w. SubstitutingPmax into ~6!
and dividing ~6! by Lm , one has the average acceleration
gradient under the laser damage constraint given by

G5
DW

Lm
U
P5Imaxw

2p/2

. ~7!

In Eq. ~7!, the variables are the interaction length 2l, the laser
waist radiusw0 , the crossing angleu, and the optical wave-
lengthl. We assume the wavelengthl51 mm for the rest of
our calculations.

Figure 2 shows the average acceleration gradient vers
the interaction length per stage 2l, for w0520 mm and
u5100, 70, and 40 mrad. When the interaction length equa
zero, the average gradient is reduced to zero instead of co
verging to the electric field strength at the focal point, be
cause a finite drift distance of 2w per stage is taken into
account in Eq.~7!. The solid curves satisfy the geometrical
constraint in Eq.~1!. For u5100 and 70 mrad, average gra-
dients approaching 1 GeV/m are predicted. In the same pl
a smaller angle,u540 mrad, gives a maximum average gra-
dient of;0.65 GeV/m. Note that foru540 mrad the accel-
eration gradient is less sensitive to the interaction length
which can be as long as;300 mm. A larger structure size
eases the fabrication process, reduces the radiation loss,
lows a larger electron channel, and opens the fabrication to
erance. Thus, we evaluated theG50.7 GeV/m contours on
theu andw0 space for different interaction lengths subject to
the geometric constraint of Eq.~1! and the damage fluence of
2 J/cm2 for a 100 fs laser drive. We find that the optimum
parameters areLm5334mm, w0517 mm, andu542 mrad.
On the 0.7 GeV/m contours, a larger or a smallerw0 gives a
largeru or a shorter structure size. In our computer simula
tion, electron energy spread increases with the increase ofu
due to the spatial variation of the laser fields.

Figure 3 shows the schematic of a multistage accelerat
that can be integrated on a silicon wafer by using the low

FIG. 2. Average acceleration gradient vs acceleration length for variou
crossing angles. Gradients approaching 1 GeV/m are predicted. The so
lines satisfy the geometric constraint of Eq.~1!.
Huang et al.
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cost, high-precision lithographic technology. The phase
the laser fields is controlled by electro-optic phase contro
lers and the group velocity delay is controlled with slabs o
dielectric. If necessary, microactuators or micromotors c
be integrated into the same wafer in a batch process. T
dimensions are consistent with the optimum paramete
found on the 0.7 GeV/m average gradient contours. Optic
components occupy;10% of the length in the electron ac-
celeration direction. In Fig. 3, we assume that a plane wa
is incident on each focusing lens and thus a nominal
mm334 mm elliptical beam profile from a single laser
source may drive 20 microstages simultaneously. A dielect

FIG. 3. A multistage accelerator that can be integrated on a silicon wa
using lithographic technology. The phase of laser fields is controlled
electro-optic phase controllers and the group velocity delay is controll
with slabs of dielectric.
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channel for a few microns can be opened for transmitting th
electrons. For GeV electron beams, it has been demonstrat
that the transverse beam size can be as small as 75 nm.11

Precise phase locking of individual lasers is necessar
for multimacrostage acceleration. Locking the phase betwee
two cw solid-state lasers has been demonstrated in the past12

The principle of a mode-locked laser is essentially the sam
as that of a cw laser except that there is a fixed phase rel
tionship among the longitudinal modes in a mode-locked la
ser. We believe locking the phase between two mode-locke
lasers is achievable without undue difficulty.

Future work includes the study of beam loading, radia-
tion loss, wake field issues, and multistage particle simula
tions.
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